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Abstract
Do standardized test scores in a community indicate whether schools there
are effective at producing human capital? Counties with high average test
scores produce high-earning adults. But, using data from North Carolina,
we find that counties’ effects on test scores are either uncorrelated (for low-
income kids) or negatively correlated (for high-income kids) with their effects
on income in adulthood. We argue with a simple model that this is probably
because the inputs directly responsible for counties’ effects on test scores do
not substantially increase income. In particular, we directly demonstrate that
differences in test score production have little to do with teacher quality. Our
results suggest that differences in test score production across places are not
necessarily a useful measure of the quality of schools.
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1 Introduction
Policy-makers, researchers, and journalists routinely interpret high standardized test
scores in a region as evidence that schools there are preparing students for the work-
force. This interpretation implicitly rests on two assumptions: (i) differences in
test scores across regions are driven by differences in school quality, and (ii) school
systems which produce higher test scores are producing better workers.
Are these assumptions correct? In this paper, we argue that, at the unit of
analysis of a county, the answer is likely “no.”
Using data from North Carolina, we begin by measuring the effects of living in
a given county on students’ test scores. We confirm our measurements by showing
that students who move between counties show the expected change in test score
performance.
Next, we grant the premise that differences in counties’ effects on test scores are
due to schools, and measure whether counties which improve test scores also improve
incomes in adulthood for children who are raised there. We find that, for children
from low-income families, there is no correlation between a county’s effects on test
scores and its effects on incomes. (The r-squared of this regression is 0.0004.) For
children from high-income families, the correlation is negative and significant.
We then turn to understanding why there is not a positive correlation between
the effects of a county on test scores and its effects on income in adulthood. We
consider three possible explanations. One possibility is lack of statistical power:
perhaps test score production is valuable, but counties do not differ much in their
production of test scores. A second is that the lack of positive correlation is due to
confounding variables. A third possibility is that the inputs which lead counties to
produce different test scores do not appreciably increase income in adulthood.
To assess these three explanations, we construct a simple model of the effects
of place on incomes through test scores. Using the model, we argue that, for high-
income kids in particular, the data cannot plausibly be rationalized with the first two
explanations alone. We conclude that the inputs which account for county differences
in test score production do not substantially improve incomes in adulthood – at least
for high-income kids.
This finding is puzzling if counties’ differences in test score production are due
to the school system, since teachers are widely believed to be the most important
input provided by schools, and teacher quality has been shown to substantially affect
income in adulthood (Chetty et al. 2011, Chetty et al. 2014b). We resolve this puzzle
by observing teachers who move between counties. If variation in counties’ test score
effects were solely due to teacher quality, teachers would keep the same measured
test score value-added as they move across counties. Instead, teachers who move to
higher (lower) value-added counties experience a sudden increase (decrease) in their
measured value-added at the time of their move. The magnitude of this jump in
measured value-added suggests that little of the variation in counties’ effects on test
scores is due to teacher quality.
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Additional evidence suggests that school-level inputs are also unlikely to be im-
portant, as teachers do not change value-added when moving between schools within
the same county. (This is also consistent with prior studies arguing for the unbi-
asedness of value-added measures.) School districts might be quite important, as
test score differences emerge close to school district boundaries, but we cannot pre-
cisely disentangle the role of district inputs from cultural or environmental amenities.
Whatever the exact origins of county differences in test score production are, though,
it is unlikely both that school systems are responsible for most of the variation in
test scores across counties, and that the school system inputs which are producing
higher test scores also produce substantially higher incomes in adulthood.
Collectively, our results suggest that test score production in a county is not
necessarily an informative measure of the quality of schools in that county, if school
quality is defined in terms of effects on adult incomes.
Additionally, as a secondary finding related to the literature on teacher evaluation,
our results suggest that value-added regressions which are unbiased when comparing
teachers in the same community (as previously demonstrated by Kane and Staiger
2008, Kane et al. 2013, and Chetty et al. 2014a, and re-confirmed with our data)
are likely biased when comparing teachers in different places. This finding may be
of interest to policy-makers constructing statewide teacher evaluation systems.
In Section 7, we briefly discuss why counties’ test score production might not
be helpful for incomes in adulthood. One possibility is that counties’ differences in
test score production are mostly due to substitution between useful inputs, some
of which affect test scores and others of which do not. Another possibility is that
short-run gains in numeracy and literacy do not translate into meaningful long-run
gains. Finally, literacy and numeracy skills (as distinguished from broader reasoning
skills) may be so widespread that they do not command a substantial premium in
the labor market. We leave a more detailed exploration to future research.
Two papers perform analysis closely related to our research topic. The first is
Chetty and Hendren (2018b), who show that test score levels in a county (adjusted
for average household income) are positively correlated with the effects of that county
on incomes in adulthood. Our analysis differs from theirs because we measure effects
of counties on test scores, rather than levels of test scores.1 We replicate a positive
correlation of counties’ test score levels with counties’ effects on income in North
Carolina, and interpret the fact that Chetty and Hendren’s results differ from ours
as an indication that the distinction between levels and effects matters. Combined
with their findings, our results suggest that test score levels might proxy for non-
school characteristics of a community – but we also cannot rule out the possibility
that schools are better in counties with higher test score levels, though only in ways
which do not manifest themselves in test scores.
The other most closely related paper to ours is by Rothstein (2018), who argues
that the education system is unlikely to explain the geographic pattern of economic
1Sufficiently detailed data to isolate place effects on test scores are not available nationally.
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opportunity because of the low correlation between intergenerational mobility in a
region and the extent to which test scores of high- and low-income students diverge
over schooling years in that region. We make two contributions strengthening Roth-
stein’s conclusions. First, we draw similar conclusions from an independent method.
In particular, our method can rule out various potential objections to Rothstein’s
work. Second, our findings help clarify the mechanism behind Rothstein’s findings.
Section 7 contains a more detailed discussion of the relationship between the papers.
Our finding does not guarantee that test scores are not an informative measure
of school quality at other levels of regional aggregation or in other contexts. Prior
work (Hanushek and Woessmann 2012, Schoellman 2012) has found evidence sug-
gesting that nations with high test scores also have better schools. Similarly, within
counties, our results suggest that differences in test score production are driven by
teacher quality, suggesting that highly local differences in test score levels might be
informative about the quality of education being provided. Finally, our findings do
not mean that school quality does not matter or does not vary at the county level,
since school quality may not manifest itself in test score performance. Card and
Krueger (1992) argue that school quality varies by state, and Biasi (2018a) argues at
the unit of analysis of counties that school financing can help explain the geographic
pattern of opportunity measured by Chetty et al. (2014c).
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes the data. Section
3 presents the econometric model used to study the effects of counties on test scores,
and shows evidence that this model captures causation. Section 4 shows correlations
of test score effects with test score levels and income effects. Section 5 builds a simple
model of effects of test scores on incomes. Section 6 explores which school inputs can
explain variation in test score effects. Section 7 discusses implications of the results.
Section 8 concludes.
2 Data
We use two sources of data. The first is data on all students who attended a North
Carolina public school in grades 3-8, provided by the North Carolina Education
Research Data Center (NCERDC). The main standardized test score measure we use
is performance on the End-of-Grade (EOG) exams, which are used by the state of
North Carolina as the primary measure of student performance. Other key variables
include socio-economic and demographic characteristics such as gender, race, and
whether the students are enrolled in a free or reduced price lunch program. Students
and teachers can be linked longitudinally using unique identifiers.2 Our primary
analysis is based on data from the years 1999-2006, since these are the only years in
which data on free/reduced price lunch eligibility is available, but we perform some
2The process of linking students to teachers is imperfect, as described in documenta-
tion on the NCERDC website (https://childandfamilypolicy.duke.edu/research/nc-education-data-
center/). See Appendix C for further discussion of issues related to linking teachers.
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robustness checks using data from 1994-1998 and 2007-2013 as well.
Our second source of data are estimates of the effects of growing up in a given
county on income in adulthood, produced by Chetty and Hendren (2018b) and avail-
able on their project website.3 In addition to estimates of county effects on incomes,
their public data contains a variety of county covariates used in their analysis. We
refer the reader to their paper and its companion (Chetty and Hendren 2018a) for a
complete description of how their estimates are constructed.
Descriptive statistics for the North Carolina data are shown in Table 1. We use
free/reduced price lunch eligibility as a proxy for whether a student is from an above-
or below-median income household.4 The table shows that somewhat under half of
students are in fact from free/reduced price lunch households.5
Table 1: Descriptive statistics
Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8
# Schools 1,452 1,458 1,480 895 802 796
Proportion male 0.513 0.511 0.510 0.512 0.511 0.508
Proportion white 0.579 0.587 0.592 0.593 0.600 0.608
Proportion FRL 0.445 0.435 0.427 0.415 0.395 0.371
# County switchers 38,101 41,992 57,187 43,968 41,407
# Students 838,714 832,033 833,689 839,016 833,732 815,851
FRL stands for free/reduced price lunch eligible. County switchers are students who
were observed in another county in North Carolina the previous year.
A potential concern related to internal validity is that we only use data from the
public school system, while test score comparisons across places do not necessarily
3The URL is http://www.equality-of-opportunity.org/.
4The free/reduced price lunch program offers subsidized meals to students with income levels
below 185% of the federal poverty line. Eligibility is commonly used as a proxy for family income.
5In addition to the fact that not exactly half of students are free/reduced price lunch eligible, the
declining fraction of free/reduced price lunch students in older grades is a reminder that parental
income is dynamic, and that a snapshot measure of parental income (free/reduced price lunch status
eligibility is based on contemporaneous parental income) may not correspond with the measure of
parental income used by Chetty and Hendren. However, our results are unlikely to be sensitive to
this measurement error, since the variance of county effects on test scores is similar for above- and
below-median households, and since there is a substantial correlation (.76) between our measure of
test score effects for high- and low-income students. This suggests that incorrect categorization of
parental income is unlikely to drive our results.
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only use students in public schools, and Chetty and Hendren’s estimates are not
restricted to children in public schools. However, according to the 5-Percent Public
Use Microdata Sample from the 2000 Census, 89.7% of children above the age of 5
and below the age of 18 in North Carolina were currently enrolled in a public school.
This fraction rises to 92.2% among those children in that age range who are currently
enrolled in any school.
3 Econometric model
We begin by measuring the average effect of living in each county in North Carolina
on test scores for high- and low-income students. To do this, we use a regression
model with a set of controls which has been found to approximately eliminate bias
due to student unobservables in models of teacher value-added to test scores (Kane
and Staiger 2008, Kane et al. 2013, Chetty et al. 2014a).
For each grade-year (e.g. 5th graders in 2001), we use ordinary least squares
regression to estimate the following equation using data only from that grade-year:
Aij = α
gt +X ′iβ
gt + γgtj + uij,
where i indexes students, j indexes teachers, gt indexes parameters by the grade-year
to which the regression is restricted, A is normalized test score performance, X is a
vector of covariates including a cubic of lagged test score performance, race/ethnicity,
gender, and free/reduced price lunch status, γj is a teacher fixed effect, and u is a
mean-zero error term. Year and grade subscripts are not included on the student
variables to reflect that each regression is estimated using cross-sectional data from
a single grade only. The teacher fixed effect is included so that the parameters αgt
and βgt will be identified only using within-classroom variation, producing the same
coefficients on the controls X as would be produced in the sort of teacher value-added
models which guide our choice of controls. We estimate the model variously using
three measures of test score performance: math score, reading score, and total score,
where total score is produced by summing the normalized math and reading scores,
then normalizing this sum.
Next, using the resulting parameter estimates (denoted with hats), we construct
the difference between each student’s actual test score performance and their ex-
pected test score performance based on their characteristics X, and label this differ-
ence for student i in grade g in year t as studentV Aijgt:
studentV Aijgt := Aijgt −
[
α̂gt +X ′igtβ̂gt
]
.
Here, we subscript student variables with gt to denote that this constructs a panel
dataset of studentV A. Note that studentV Aijgt is an estimate of γ
gt
j + uijgt, i.e.
it captures the influence of teacher quality as well as any other factors affecting
achievement, possibly including non-teacher inputs which vary by county.
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We treat studentV Aijgt as an estimate of the effect of the inputs received by
student i in year t on i’s test score achievement. This estimate may be noisy at an
individual level. However, prior research suggests that, with large enough samples,
averages of studentV A for students within the same classroom provide an approxi-
mately forecast-unbiased measure of teacher value-added to test scores.6
Analogously to such teacher value-added models, to estimate the effects of living
in county c on test scores in grade g and time t, we simply take the sample average
of studentV Aijgt for all i in grade g living in county c at time t. Our key results
also use separate estimates of counties’ effects on test scores for high- and low-income
children, which are constructed by further restricting this sample average to students
of the appropriate parental income type, measured using free/reduced price lunch
eligibility. Finally, we construct estimates of the effects of living in county c on test
scores in grade g as the average of our estimates for that county in that grade among
all available years.7 In the remainder of the paper, we use countyV APcg to refer to
this average for students of parental income type P in grade g in county c.
Causal interpretation We would like to interpret the average studentV A within
a county as reflecting the effect of living in that county on test score achievement.
However, a natural concern with value-added regressions of this kind is whether they
capture the effects of counties on student achievement, or instead reflect differences
across counties in student unobservables (e.g. Rothstein 2017).
The sort of student unobservables which would lead our measure to be biased (if
correlated with county of residence) are those features of the student which would
influence their test score no matter which county the student lived in. This may
include characteristics such as innate ability or parent quality.
To assess whether such unobservables are present, we study the change in stu-
dents’ test score achievement residuals studentV A (the averages of which we would
like to interpret as the effects of place, including indirectly through teacher quality)
as students move across counties. If important student unobservables are present,
we would expect that students’ achievement residuals would be less sensitive to their
context than our econometric model suggests. On the other hand, if our estimates
are causal, then students who switch counties should experience a growth in their
achievement equal to the growth predicted by the model. More precisely, the aver-
age change in achievement will equal the model-predicted gain whenever the model
delivers forecast-unbiased estimates of county effects on test scores.8
6With small samples, it is common to shrink estimates in the direction of zero to preserve
forecast-unbiasedness. See Chetty et al. (2014a).
7For the years 2003, 2004, and 2005, the data does not distinguish between students who are not
eligible for free/reduced lunches and students who attend schools that do not report participation
in the FRL program, for whom the FRL status is therefore not applicable. Our main analysis
(Tables 4 and 5) therefore excludes the observations from these years. We include these years for
other components of the analysis in order to maximize sample size, but our results are robust to
dropping these years.
8See Chetty et al. (2014a) for the definition of forecast-unbiasedness. Note that not all forecast-
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Note that students may also have additional stability in their measured studentV A
if they sort into similar quality amenities, such as teachers or schools, in different
counties. Observing students who move between counties would therefore understate
the differences in average amenity quality across counties. In Appendix A, we show
that the change in school and classroom quality that students experience as they
move between counties is, on average, slightly smaller than the change in county
quality.
While the student and family traits which lead students to sort to similar ameni-
ties in different counties fit the definition of a “student unobservable” above, we
would like to incorporate all differences in average teacher and school quality (not
simply the differences which are not eliminated by sorting) in our measure of coun-
ties’ effects. This is because, for example, if student sorting led students to attend
identical quality schools no matter where they lived, yet places differ in their average
school quality, we believe most people would still take this to mean that school qual-
ity differs across places. This indicates that the definition of county effects on test
scores which is best aligned with our research question should not remove variation
in school quality that is eliminated through sorting, and an ideal test of the causal
model should account for this sorting. Therefore, our test of the regression model is
a test of whether, among students who move across counties, studentV A responds
to moving as much as the model predicts based on the change in classroom-level
residuals.
Our test proceeds as follows. Among students who switch counties (say, from
county c′ and classroom j′ in year t − 1 to county c and classroom j in year t), we
estimate the effect of the change in an individual student’s achievement residual on
the change in their estimated classroom value-added using the following regression:
∆studentV Ait = α0 + α1∆classroomV Ait + vit,
where, letting studentV Ait be the student residual of student i in year t and classroomV Ajt
be the average student residual (excluding i) in the classroom j of student i during
year t,
∆studentV Ait := studentV Ait − studentV Ait−1
and
∆classroomV Ait := classroomV Ajt − classroomV Aj′t−1.
Due to the small number of students in each class, classroom value-added is
imprecisely estimated in any given year, which would lead to attenuation bias in the
unbiased estimators yield exactly the full causal effect. For example, an estimator which assigns a
zero causal effect on test scores to all counties (relative to a randomly selected other county) would
be forecast-unbiased. If our estimates are forecast-unbiased, then the variance of true causal effects
is either as high as we measure, or even higher. This would suggest, for example, that the variance
of place effects on test scores measured in Section 5 is smaller than the true variance.
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estimate of α1.
9 To correct this, we use the standard approach of instrumenting for a
mismeasured variable using an independent noisy measurement of the same variable
(see Wooldridge 2015).10 Specifically, we instrument for ∆classroomV Ait using the
difference in classroom value-added reversing the years, i.e.
∆Rev classroomV Ait := classroomV Ajt−1 − classroomV Aj′ t.
Results, broken down by subject (subscript M for math and R for reading), are
shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Change in student residuals
∆StudV AM ∆StudV AR
∆ClassV AM 1.081
∗∗
(0.062)
∆ClassV AR 0.894
∗∗
(0.147)
First Stage
∆Rev ClassV AM 0.527
∗∗
(0.012)
∆Rev ClassV AR 0.329
∗∗
(0.013)
N 5,129 5,069
∗∗ indicates p < 0.01. Robust standard errors in parentheses. The bottom panel shows
the first stage. The top panel shows the instrumental variable results. To minimize
measurement error in teacher assignment, results are for grade 4 and 5 classrooms with
at least 10 and no more than 40 students.
If our value-added measure were biased due to student unobservables (not in-
cluding tendency to sort into similar quality classrooms), we would expect to see a
coefficient smaller than 1 in these regressions. Instead, we see a coefficient just larger
than 1 for math and just smaller than 1 for reading, with both estimates statistically
indistinguishable from 1. This suggests that our econometric model is capturing
the effects of local amenities on test scores, rather than simply capturing student
unobservables.
Two caveats apply. First, the above results could be rationalized if average un-
observables vary by county but students only move between classrooms where their
peers have the same average unobservables. However, if this were the case, substan-
tial differences in unobservables across counties could only exist to the extent that
9Additionally, if there are peer effects, classroom value-added may be influenced by the presence
of i.
10When estimating a single teacher’s value-added, a standard approach to handling sampling
error in value-added is to shrink estimates in the direction of zero (e.g. Chetty et al. 2014a). In
our case, though, determining the number to which to shrink ∆classroomV A requires additional
assumptions that are not necessary for the instrumental variables solution.
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there are substantial differences in unobservables across classrooms within counties.
Strong sorting into classrooms on the basis of unobservable characteristics would
lead teacher value-added measures to be biased when comparing teachers within the
same county. This would seem to contradict the prior literature showing forecast-
unbiasedness of teacher value-added measures. This would also be at odds with our
finding in Section 6 that teachers who move within a county do not show changes in
measured value-added.
A second caveat is that, while our estimates are close to 1, they are not precise
enough to guarantee that the population coefficients are exactly equal to 1. So,
there might be some modest remaining differences in student unobservables across
counties.
We argue in Section 4 that, if we have failed to fully control for differences in
student unobservables, that would most likely bias our main results upwards. That
is, the correlation between counties’ true effects on test scores and on incomes would
be more negative than our main results imply.
4 Correlation of test score and income effects
We next turn to measuring whether counties which are good at producing test scores
are also good at producing incomes in adulthood.
These estimates are analogous to exercises measuring the returns to high value-
added teachers (Chetty et al. 2011, Chetty et al. 2014b), which treat a teacher’s value-
added as the measure of the intervention received, even though teachers have many
characteristics and abilities – some of which may be correlated with that teacher’s
effects on test scores (Jackson 2017) and may help account for the value of high
value-added teachers. Similarly, we begin simply by asking whether high value-
added counties are beneficial. This can help assess whether test score performance
is a useful indicator of which counties are good places to raise children, but does not
directly tell us the value of test score production per se.
We use regressions to measure the relationship between our estimates of county ef-
fects on test scores and Chetty and Hendren’s estimates of county effects on incomes.
Chetty and Hendren offer multiple estimates, available on their project website.11 We
primarily use their preferred estimates of place on percentile rank in the adult house-
hold income distribution, since these estimates seem to be the least noisy.12 Chetty
and Hendren offer separate estimates for children at the 25th and 75th percentiles
of parental income. We denote Chetty and Hendren’s estimates for the effects on
income percentile at age 26 of growing up in county c for children at the 25th per-
centile of parental income as Inc0c , and at the 75th percentile of parental income as
Inc1c .
11See http://www.equality-of-opportunity.org/data/.
12In their data, the key variables are pct causal p25 kr26 and pct causal p75 kr26 from the data
files for Online Table 2.
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Our data spans grades 3-8 and the estimation of value-added requires lagged test
scores, so we are able to estimate test score effects in grades 4-8. To aggregate these
estimates, we construct a test score measure
TestPc :=
8∑
g=4
countyV APcg,
which is defined for P ∈ {0, 1} denoting parental income type. We will use P = 1 to
denote high-income, i.e. not free/reduced price lunch eligible. We then estimate the
regression
IncPc = γ
P
0 + γ
P
1 Test
P
c + η
P
c
for P = {0, 1}, where η is a mean-zero error term. The results are shown in Columns 1
and 3 of Table 3. Panel A uses Chetty and Hendren’s preferred measure of household
income percentile; as a robustness check, Panel B uses place effects on individual
income percentiles instead.13 There is no correlation at all between income and test
score effects of a county for children from low-income families; the r-squared of this
regression is .0004. Surprisingly, for children from high-income families, there is a
negative correlation which is statistically significant at the 1% level.
In this section, we focus solely on significance, but we will turn to interpreting
the magnitudes of these estimates with the help of a model in Section 5.
Correlations with test score levels Chetty and Hendren find a positive corre-
lation between test score levels in a county and its effect on incomes.14 This seems
to conflict with our findings in Table 3. But we find a different pattern of correla-
tion for test score levels than for test score effects, suggesting that the distinction
between levels and effects is important and drives the difference between our results
and theirs.
Let Levelc be the average normalized total test score performance of 8th grade
students in county c, and let LevelPc be the same average only for students of parental
income type P .15 We regress IncPc on Levelc, then on Level
P
c , to provide counterparts
to Chetty and Hendren’s results (which do not divide test score levels by parental
income) and to Table 3. The results are shown in Table 4.
For low-income children, test score levels are strongly positively correlated with
income production (Columns 1 and 2). For high-income children, there is no sig-
nificant relationship. Both of these findings differ from the correlations of income
13The rate of return to teacher value-added measured in Chetty et al. (2014b), which we use
later in this paper, uses a mixture of household and individual income sources which is not exactly
analogous to either of the measures used by Chetty and Hendren.
14Their measure of test scores is the component of average test score performance which is
orthogonal to average household income. To an approximation, this is a measure of test score
levels, not test score effects of a place.
15The average test score is constructed by taking the average normalized total test score in each
year individually, then averaging across years.
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Table 3: Income effects on test score effects
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Inc0c Inc
0
c Inc
1
c Inc
1
c
Panel A: Household Level
Test0c .039 .077
(.198) (.146)
Test1c −.235∗∗ −.249∗∗
(.085) (.076)
Controls N Y N Y
R2 .0004 .5582 .0760 .2936
N 96 96 94 94
Panel B: Individual Level
Test0c .083 .120
(.116) (.120)
Test1c −.327∗∗ −.355∗∗
(.122) (.138)
Controls N Y N Y
R2 .0059 .1131 .0707 .0735
N 96 96 94 94
∗∗ indicates p < .01. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Controls in Column 2
are the fractions of adults in the 1st, 6th and 7th deciles of the income distribution, and
controls in Column 4 are the fractions of adults in the 6th and 7th deciles of the income
distribution for Panel A and in the 1st decile in Panel B.
production with test score production in Table 3. These results are robust to using
test score levels in other grades and to controlling for household income.
We interpret this as evidence that the distinction between test score levels and
test score effects is important. Consistent with Reardon (2018), we find an imperfect,
though substantially non-zero, correlation between test score levels in a county and
the effects of living in that county on test scores. The correlation between Level0c
and Test0c is .30; the correlation between Level
1
c and Test
1
c is .68. These correlations
are slightly lower when using test score levels in grades prior to 8th grade.
Explaining the lack of positive correlation The lack of a positive correlation
between counties’ effects on test scores and on incomes is perhaps surprising. While
it is intuitive that sorting would account for a large part of differences in test score
levels across places, differences in effects on test scores seem more likely to be driven
by schools. If schools are responsible, it is very likely that teacher quality in particular
12
Table 4: Income effects on test score levels
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Inc0c Inc
0
c Inc
1
c Inc
1
c
Levelc .640
∗∗ -.037
(.100) (.070)
Level0c .996
∗∗
(.117)
Level1c -.040
(.082)
R2 .2599 .4767 .0036 .0030
N 99 99 99 99
∗∗ indicates p < .01. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
plays an important role. And prior research (Chetty et al. 2011, Chetty et al. 2014b)
suggests that teacher quality increases incomes in adulthood.
We devote most of the remainder of the paper to considering three broad explana-
tions for this surprising lack of a positive correlation. The first possible explanation
is that differences across counties in test score production are so small that this cor-
relational exercise simply lacks power to detect a signal. A second explanation is that
the correlational results in Table 3 are biased, in the sense that they do not capture
the return to the amenities which are directly responsible for differences in test score
production. A third explanation is that there is not a positive correlation because
the amenities which produce test scores are simply not useful for producing incomes.
This implies in particular that test score production differences are not driven by
teacher quality. We will return to the third possibility only after considering the first
two and finding them to be inadequate to explain all of our findings.
To assess the first possible explanation, we will need a model, which we construct
in Section 5.
The second explanation – that this (absence of) correlation does not reflect causa-
tion – could take two forms: bias from omitted variables and bias due to measurement
error.
In order to consider bias due to omitted variables, first we must be more precise
about what variables, exactly, would count as “omitted.” We will take “omitted
variables” to mean community characteristics which (a) do not narrowly, directly
produce test scores and (b) which affect incomes in adulthood. For example, average
income in a community might be an omitted variable, since average income itself
does not produce test scores (though it may affect test scores indirectly through
provision of other amenities), and may also affect incomes in adulthood. Note that
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this definition allows for a negative effect of interest, i.e. after accounting for all
omitted variables, since the inputs which are directly involved in producing the test
scores may reduce production of untested skills (e.g. if those inputs are teaching to
the test in schools, or any form of substitution away from time expenditure on other
activities).
The theoretical case for negative omitted variables bias is not obvious ex ante. In
fact, there are many theoretical reasons to believe that communities which produce
high test scores should on average be stronger on other dimensions. For example, if
differences in test score effects arise in part because of differences in willingness to
pay by communities for amenities related to human capital development, we would
expect counties with higher willingness to pay for the test score amenity to have
a higher willingness to pay for non-test score amenities related to human capital
development. A negative correlation between TestPc and η
P
c would require both that
this mechanism is relatively unimportant and that some other mechanism generating
omitted variables bias is important.
As a preliminary exploration of possible omitted variables bias, we include addi-
tional controls in the above regression to capture broad community characteristics
which are not obviously directly implicated in test score production. We would like to
control for the full collection of county characteristics used by Chetty and Hendren,
which includes variables related to community characteristics like segregation and
social cohesion.16 (However, we do not control for their test score measure or class
size measure, since these variables would not count as omitted under our definition
of an omitted variable.) This list of characteristics is quite long; there are 44, in ad-
dition to 10 variables capturing the fraction of the adult population in each income
decile. Since this is large relative to the number of counties in North Carolina, we
use the post-LASSO double machine learning method from Belloni et al. (2014) to
reduce the dimension of controls.
County effects on test scores turn out not to be strongly correlated with the
list of county characteristics provided by Chetty and Hendren. The double LASSO
procedure does not select any county characteristic as a predictor of test score effects,
either for low-income or high-income students. As an additional measure, then, we
instead select characteristics which LASSO finds are both correlated with Chetty and
Hendren’s measure of test score performance in a national sample, and correlated
with effects on income in the North Carolina sample. For low-income students, this
yields three controls: the fraction of adults in the 1st, 6th, and 7th deciles of the
national income distribution. For high-income students, this yields two controls: the
fraction of adults in the 6th and 7th deciles of the national income distribution.
The results are shown in Columns 2 and 4 of Table 3. As expected from the
lack of meaningful correlation with test score effects of places, the inclusion of these
controls does not appreciably alter the key coefficients, though the explanatory power
of the regression increases substantially. This is most consistent with a limited role
16See their Online Table 4 for the full list of characteristics.
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for omitted variables bias.
Because we do not observe all other features of communities, we cannot rule out
the possibility that the regression results would be sensitive to controls which we
do not observe. However, in Section 5, we will argue using a simple model that the
required degree of omitted variables bias is quite unlikely, at least for high-income
kids.
Another potential source of bias in our regressions is measurement error. One
source of measurement error is that both the independent and dependent variables
are estimated. Our estimates of Test are quite precise, since county value-added
is estimated using many students; there are an average of 31,661 observations of
studentV A per county, yielding a precision in the sample average akin to estimating
an individual teacher’s value-added from on the order of 1,000 years of data.17 As
a result, classic attenuation bias due to sampling error is unlikely to drive the re-
sult.18 However, Chetty and Hendren lack sample size to precisely estimate effects
of community of residence on incomes using only their preferred identification strat-
egy, which is based on families who move. Therefore their estimates at the level of
individual counties are noisy. Of course, error in the left-hand side variable will in-
troduce bias only if it is correlated with the right-hand side variable. Mere sampling
error in their data would not produce such correlation, though it might lead to larger
standard errors in our regression.
There might also be concerns about bias in Chetty and Hendren’s estimates. In
response to the small number of movers, to minimize forecast error, their estimates
are constructed using a mixture of families who move and outcomes of permanent
residents. While the use of permanent county residents may lead to bias in Chetty
and Hendren’s estimates of county effects on income, it does not necessarily bias
the expected coefficients in the regression above. This is because increasing the
causal effect of a place on income will generally have the same effect on income both
for movers and for permanent residents. Any bias introduced into our regression
results through the use of permanent residents would be due to a correlation between
test score effects and the characteristics of permanent residents. The regressions
with controls described above suggest that this compositional effect is unlikely to
explain our results, since observed characteristics of county residents do not seem to
be meaningfully correlated with our measure of test score effects. We cannot rule
out bias due to a correlation with unobserved permanent resident characteristics,
however.
17The smallest county has 2,338 observations. All but two counties have at least 5,000 observa-
tions. Even at the parental income type-subject-grade-year level, which is substantially less aggre-
gated than our test score measure used in Table 3, only roughly 5% of the variation in estimated
countyV A is due to sampling error.
18Another illustration of this point is that our results in Section 3 suggest that our county value-
added measure is (approximately) forecast-unbiased, which means that the measurement error in
the independent variable is (approximately) uncorrelated with its actual value – a scenario which
does not produce the usual attenuation bias.
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It is also possible that, despite the evidence shown in Section 3, our estimates of
test score effects are to some extent biased by student unobservables. This would
presumably bias the coefficients of Table 3 in the direction of the coefficients in Table
4 – only strengthening the puzzle of why we do not measure positive correlations
between Inc and Test.
A further, perhaps more serious, concern is that the cohorts in our data are not
the same as those in Chetty and Hendren’s data. They use birth cohorts from 1980
to 1986, while our preferred estimates use children in 4th through 8th grade between
2000 and 2006, which presumably corresponds with children born between about
1986 and 1996.19 If place effects on test scores vary greatly from year to year, this
would attenuate our estimates in the direction of 0.
One piece of evidence that this does not drive our results is that the findings
are robust to using earlier years of data, though we do not prefer these estimates
because the data lacks some observations and variables. We are able to construct
estimates of county effects on test scores in some years – 1995, 1998, 1999, and 2000
– in which Chetty and Hendren’s cohort would have been in the observed grades.20
These estimates in earlier years cannot be subdivided into estimates for high- and
low-income children, as we do not have a measure of free/reduced price lunch status
in these years. (For the same reason, we also cannot control for parental income
in the value-added regression.) County test score effects for all students in these
earlier years are nearly as correlated with test score effects for low-income (correla-
tion of .64) and for high-income (.59) in our preferred years as the effects for low-
and high-income kids are with each other (.76) in those preferred years, suggesting
that test score effects are substantially, though not perfectly, stable across time. Not
surprisingly, then, the correlations of counties’ effects on test scores and on incomes
are robust to replacing TestPc with county test score effects for all students measured
only in these earlier years, with a positive but insignificant (p = .97) correlation be-
tween overall test score effects and income effects for low-income kids, and a negative
(though insignificant, p = .13) relationship for high-income kids.21 Using 1995 data
alone, in which our observations align almost perfectly with the birth cohorts used
by Chetty and Hendren, produces a negative but insignificant relationship for low-
income children (p = .17) and a negative and significant correlation for high-income
children (p = .02), though we do not prefer these estimates for the reasons that a
large number of student observations are missing and we do not have information on
free/reduced price lunch status.
19Testing occurs in the spring semester. We label years according to the year in which the spring
semester occurs.
20We also have data from 1996 and 1997 but exclude these years due to the very small number of
non-missing values for key variables in 1996. Missing data in 1996 prevents us from estimating value-
added in 1997. We are also not able to estimate value-added regressions residuals for approximately
half of students in 1995.
21Using effects on individual income as our outcome, the estimates are negative and insignificant
both for low-income kids (p = .69) and high-income kids (p = .12).
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Two additional pieces of evidence suggest to us that, while it surely somewhat
affects the estimates, the mismatch of years does not drive our results. First, the
mismatch of years should shrink our estimates in the direction of zero. Yet the
correlation for high-income kids is still significant, and, as we will argue in Section
5, of a substantial magnitude; the oddity is simply that the estimate is negative.
Second, as described above, raw test score levels in our preferred years are still
strongly correlated with counties’ effects on incomes for low-income children.22
5 Model
We next construct a simple model of the effects of county of residence on income in
adulthood through standardized test scores. This model is used to assess the plau-
sibility of possible explanations for the lack of positive correlation between counties’
effects on test scores and their effects on incomes in adulthood.
Our fundamental argument in this section is that the variance of counties’ effects
on test scores is so large that arguments based on lack of statistical power or omitted
variables bias cannot explain the results of the previous section if counties’ effects on
test scores are due to a productive input like teacher quality. For high-income kids
in particular, the data can only be rationalized if the inputs responsible for counties’
test score effects do not substantially increase income in adulthood.
The outline of the model description is as follows. First, we define some param-
eters of interest. Second, we write a model connecting the value-added amenity to
adult income. Third, we make assumptions about the representativeness of observed
grades. Then we show the results, and use them to interpret the magnitudes from the
previous correlational exercise. Finally, we use this to assess possible explanations
of the findings in Section 4.
Definition of key parameters Let Wc(P ) be the average effect of growing up in
county c on income at age 26 for household type P . Chetty and Hendren estimate
var(Wc(0)) and var(Wc(1)), with P defined such that P = 1 for households above
the national median level of earnings and P = 0 otherwise.23
Let W TSc (P ) be the effect only through the value-added amenity (i.e. through a
county’s test-producing inputs) of growing up in county c on income at age 26 for a
child from household type P . We would like to learn var(W TSc (0)) and var(W
TS
c (1))
under assumptions about the effects on incomes of the inputs which produce test
scores.
22This may be less persuasive if the factors which determine test score effects change more quickly
than the factors which determine test score levels.
23We are only interested in the variance of place effects, so the effect Wc(P ) can be defined
relative to any counterfactual so long as the counterfactual is the same for all counties.
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Model of earnings effects We assume that the effect on income of the value-
added amenity is equal to the quantity of the amenity provided across all K-12
grades, multiplied by a rate of return to that amenity. That is,
W TSc (P ) = R
12∑
g=0
TScg(P ),
where R is a rate of return to the value-added amenity and TScg(P ) is the average
quantity of the value-added amenity provided to students from household type P in
county c and grade g. Our measure countyV APcg from Section 3 is an estimate of
TScg(P ).
This assumes that the return to the value-added amenity is the same across
grades, consistent with Chetty et al. (2014b) if differences in test score production
were due to teacher quality. We also assume that R is not a function of household
type, since Chetty et al. find similar absolute returns across parental income levels,
and we assume that R is identical across all counties. Finally, we are assuming that
there are not diminishing marginal returns to the value-added amenity. Once again,
this is consistent with Chetty et al.24
We are interested in var(W TSc (P )). Using the previous equation, we can write
var(W TSc (P )) = R
2 var(
12∑
g=0
TScg(P ))
= R2
[
12∑
g=0
var(TScg(P )) + 2
11∑
g=0
12∑
g′=g+1
cov(TScg(P ), TScg′(P ))
]
.
Because we do not observe students in all grades, we cannot directly estimate
TScg in unobserved grades using the countyV A measure. However, we can still esti-
mate var(W TSc (P )) under assumptions about the representativeness of the observed
grades.
Representativeness assumptions We make two assumptions about the repre-
sentativeness of the observed grades. First, we assume that the average variance of
TScg(P ) in unobserved grades g is equal to the average variance in observed grades.
That is, our first representativeness assumption is as follows:
Assumption 1. (Representative Variances) For each value p of P ,
1
13
12∑
g=0
var(TScg(p)) =
1
5
8∑
g=4
var(TScg(p)).
24Counties may have heterogeneous effects on test scores across different types of students. If the
structural equation is linear at the individual level with the same rate of return for all individuals, or
with the rate of return uncorrelated with an individual’s test score effect, then our model equation,
which relates county parameters rather than individual parameters, will hold as well.
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Second, we assume that the average covariance of the test score amenity in pairs of
grades in which we do not observe at least one grade is equal to the average covariance
of the test score amenity in pairs of grades where both grades are observed. That is,
Assumption 2. (Representative Covariances) For each value p of P ,
1
78
11∑
g=0
12∑
g′=g+1
cov(TScg(p), TScg′(p)) =
1
10
7∑
g=4
8∑
g′=g+1
cov(TScg(p), TScg′(p)).
Inputting these assumptions to the equation for var(W TSc (P )) gives
var(W TSc (P )) = R
2
[
13
5
8∑
g=4
var(TScg(P )) +
78
5
7∑
g=4
8∑
g′=g+1
cov(TScg(P ), TScg′(P ))
]
.
The assumption that observable covariances are representative is likely the stronger
of these two assumptions. Using the countyV A measure, we find that variances of
test scores effects are similar across observed grades, but covariances are slightly
larger for closer pairs of grades.
Value of R The value of R is not known. We will argue by contradiction that
R is small, and in particular it is smaller than would be expected if teacher quality
accounted for counties’ test score effects. To construct this argument, we begin by
assuming R is not small.
We do this by quoting estimated returns to high value-added teachers from Chetty
et al. (2014b), who estimate that a teacher who increases students’ test scores by
.1 standard deviation will increase students’ incomes in early adulthood by approxi-
mately 1%.25
Chetty et al. report that their estimate is derived from a population in which a
standard deviation of test achievement is approximately equal to a standard deviation
of test score achievement nationwide, as measured through NAEP scores. Since this
is true of North Carolina as well, there is a natural mapping between standard
deviations of student achievement in Chetty et al. and in our context.
An alternate measurement might have been the returns to classroom quality as
measured by Chetty et al. (2011), who find that a one standard deviation better
kindergarten classroom at increasing test scores leads to an increase of close to 3%
in adult earnings. However, their data comes from a disadvantaged population in
Tennessee, and we do not know of a clear mapping between standard deviations of
student achievement on the exams used by Chetty et al. (2011) and achievement on
25More precisely, Chetty et al. report that a one standard deviation higher value-added teacher
increases test achievement by .13 standard deviations, and also increases earnings in early adulthood
by 1.34%, so we set R to be 1.34% higher income for each .13 standard deviations that test score
achievement is increased.
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the exams used for the North Carolina data. Nonetheless, unless standard deviations
of classroom effects were much larger in Tennessee than elsewhere, it is likely that
use of these results might have yielded a larger estimate for our variance of interest,
var(W TSc (P )). Correspondingly, our ultimate conclusion that the returns to test
scores when produced by counties are lower than the returns when produced by
teachers would be strengthened by using this estimate instead.
Note that these existing estimates of R are estimates of the return to an input
which produced a test score change, not of the return to test score production per
se, since teachers and classrooms which are good at producing test scores may be
unusual in other ways. Jackson (2017) finds that teachers who are good at producing
test scores are also on average good at producing non-cognitive outcomes. Chetty et
al. (2014b) find that high value-added teachers have effects on long-run non-cognitive
outcomes but little impact on long-run test scores, while Chetty et al. (2011) find
fadeout of test score effects but less so of non-cognitive effects of high value-added
classrooms.
Model results We estimate the variances and covariances of TScg(p) used in As-
sumptions 1 and 2 using the sample variances and covariances of countyV Apcg.
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Table 5 shows the resulting estimates of the standard deviation of
∑12
g=0 TScg(P ).
That is, it is the standard deviation of the sum across grades of county effects on test
scores. Results are presented for P being either eligible for free/reduced price lunch
(first column) or not eligible (second column), and with test scores measured as either
math, reading, or total achievement (normalized sum of normalized math and read-
ing scores). The units are standard deviations of single-year student performance.
For comparison, a one standard deviation above average teacher increases student
test scores by a little over .1 standard deviations. So, the difference between an
average county and a one standard deviation above average county is approximately
like having a one standard deviation better teacher in four different grades.
Table 6 multiplies the estimates for total scores by the estimates of Chetty et
al. (2014b) to produce an estimate of the standard deviation of W TSc (P ), the ef-
fect on income of living in county c that arises due to improvements in test score
performance.
According to these estimates, the effect of living in a one standard deviation
better county for the value-added amenity is to increase earnings in early adulthood
by 4% for children from low-income families, and by 5% for children from high-income
families. This can be compared with Chetty and Hendren’s findings that, nationally,
a one standard deviation better county in terms of effects on income raises incomes
by 10% for low-income and 6% for high-income children.
Within North Carolina, Chetty and Hendren’s estimates suggest that a one stan-
26countyV A is estimated and therefore may vary to some extent simply due to sampling error.
However, there are many observations within each county, such that sampling error accounts for
only a very small fraction of variation in countyV A.
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Table 5: Standard deviation of
∑12
g=0 TScg(P )
Free/reduced Not free/reduced
Total 0.388 0.483
(0.036) (0.045)
Math 0.454 0.611
(0.047) (0.046)
Read 0.441 0.515
(0.034) (0.058)
Bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses.
dard deviation better county in terms of effects on income raises incomes by 6% for
low-income and 4% for high-income children. (We obtain this number by multiplying
the national 10% and 6% numbers reported by Chetty and Hendren by the ratio of
the standard deviations of county effects on household income percentile for counties
in North Carolina to the same standard deviation for counties nationwide.) In other
words, the model’s estimate of var(W TS) seems close to Chetty and Hendren’s esti-
mates of var(W ) – that is, suggesting that test scores alone should be able to explain
virtually all geographic variation in effects of places on incomes in adulthood.
Table 6: Standard deviation of W TSc (P )
Free/reduced Not free/reduced
Total 4.00% 4.98%
(0.371) (0.464)
Bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses.
The variance of test score effects is surprisingly large even without considering the
lack of positive correlations found in Section 4. Prior work suggests that a significant
majority of the variation in quality even of school system inputs is not captured by
effects on test scores (Chetty et al. 2011, Chamberlain 2013, Jackson 2017),27 and
one might expect community quality to be less tied to test score production than
school system quality.
27Furthermore, even inputs which increase test scores may not be affecting long-run outcomes
through test score production itself, especially since test score gains tend to fade out (e.g. Heckman
2008, Deming 2009, Chetty et al. 2011, Chetty et al. 2014b).
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Interpretation of coefficients We can also use the model to interpret the coef-
ficients in Table 3.
Suppose that R is as above, i.e. that a .1 increase in TestPc should correspond to
a 1% effect on income. If there were no correlation between test score production
in grades 4 through 8 and in other grades, we would expect the coefficients in Table
3 to be .16 for low-income kids (Columns 1 and 2) and .28 for high-income kids
(Columns 3 and 4). Under the assumption of representative covariances used in our
model (Assumption 2), these numbers become .26 for low-income kids and .51 for
high-income kids.
These numbers are calculated as follows. Suppose a .1 increase in TestPc cor-
responds to a 1% effect on income. Chetty and Hendren report that, at the 25th
percentile of parental income, an exposure effect of .16 percentile points can be
roughly translated to a .5% change in income. At the 75th percentile, they report
that a .17 percentile point effect can be translated to a .3% change in income. Fur-
thermore, the left-hand side variable in the regression of interest is the total causal
effect of living in a particular county divided by 20 years of exposure. Using these
conversions, the expected magnitude of the coefficients in Panel A of Table 3 should
therefore be approximately .16 for low-income kids and .28 for high-income.28
We then further adjust this estimate for the expected correlation between test
score effects in unobserved grades and the effect in observed grades. Fitting a linear
model, the expected increase in test score effect in grade g′ not between 4 and
8, TScg′(P ), given a single-unit increase in the sum in observed grades, which we
estimate with TestPc , is
cov(
∑8
g=4 TScg(P ), TScg′(P ))
var(
∑8
g=4 TScg(P ))
.
The covariance term is equal to
∑8
g=4 cov(TScg(P ), TScg′(P )). Applying Assump-
tion 2 allows us to estimate this value. Combined with our estimate of the variance
in the denominator, and multiplying by 8 to reflect that 8 of the 13 grades between
0 and 12 are omitted, the total test score effect in unobserved grades for P = 0 is
estimated to be .59 units higher for each unit increase in Test0c , and .80 units higher
for P = 1 for each unit increase in Test1c . Multiplying the numbers obtained with-
out the representative covariances assumption by 1.59 and 1.80 yields the implied
coefficients of .26 for low-income kids and .51 for high-income kids.
For low-income kids, the actual coefficient estimates (Columns 1 and 2 of Table
3) are around .05, which is lower than the expected coefficient of .26. However, the
expected coefficient cannot be statistically rejected.
For high-income kids, the coefficient estimates (Columns 3 and 4) are around
28Suppose a .1 increase in Test leads to a 1% increase in income. Then a 1 unit increase in Test
is a 10% increase in income, which is a .5% increase in income per year of exposure, which is a .16
percentile point gain in income per year of exposure. Similarly, the number for the 75th percentile
of parental income is 10% ∗ 120 ∗ .17.3% = .28.
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−.24. That is, the measured coefficient has approximately half the magnitude of the
anticipated coefficient, with the opposite sign.
Interpreting correlational results The purpose of the model was to help un-
derstand the lack of positive correlation between counties’ effects on test scores and
on incomes. We previously described three possible explanations: (i) that counties
do not differ substantially in their production of test scores, (ii) that there is omitted
variables bias, and (iii) that the inputs which produce differences in test scores are
not productive for income.
The results suggest that, at the rate of return from the literature on teacher
quality, variation in the value-added amenity alone can account for about the same
amount of variation in place effects on income as is measured by Chetty and Hendren.
In other words, differences in test score production across counties are large.
Even large differences are not necessarily statistically detectable, however. For
low-income kids, the lack of correlation could plausibly be due simply to large stan-
dard errors. For high-income kids, on the other hand, the lack of positive correlation
is not simply because of sampling error, as the main regression results reject the
expected coefficient from a distance of nearly 10 standard errors.
In other words, the first explanation – that there is insufficient variation in test
score production to be detected in our sample – is plausible for low-income children,
but not for high-income children.
We can also consider what the model implies about the plausibility of the second
explanation above, omitted variables bias. Suppose the true structural equation for
Wc(P ) is
Wc(P ) = W
TS
c (P ) + U
P
c ,
where U captures the influence of all amenities other than the amenity which pro-
duces test scores. If U were correlated with test score production, we would have
omitted variables bias as defined in Section 4. How severe would this omitted vari-
ables bias need to be to produce the patterns observed in the data?
As a stylized version of the results from Section 4, suppose that income production
is uncorrelated with test score production, and therefore Wc(P ) is uncorrelated with
W TSc (P ). As a stylized version of our model results, suppose that var(Wc(P )) =
var(W TSc (P )). To produce these two facts in tandem, the correlation between U and
W TS would need to be −.71. (See Appendix B for a proof.)
There are two reasons to believe that such a correlation is implausible. First, as
described in Section 4, community characteristics seem hardly correlated at all with
test score production, let alone so strongly correlated, and there are ex ante reasons
to have anticipated a positive correlation.
Second, and more fundamentally, such a strong correlation would suggest that U
does not really fit our definition of an omitted variable. For our purposes, an omitted
variable is something which is not directly involved in the production of test scores.
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For example, the quality of local politicians might be an omitted variable (since it
is only indirectly related to test score production), while teacher quality would not
be. It is difficult to imagine that U could be so strongly correlated with test score
production without actually being directly involved in test score production. For
comparison, the correlation between our estimates of production of test scores for
different income types (Test0c and Test
1
c) is .76.
Of course, the rate of return R may not be exactly the value used in the model
above. (Or, the value of R might be effectively lower given the possibility of attenu-
ation bias discussed in Section 4.) Suppose that the true value of R were 1/k times
as large as the value we use, for some k. Keep the stylized description that there is
no correlation between Wc(P ) and W
TS
c (P ). Then the required correlation between
U and W TS would be −1√
k2 + 1
.
See Appendix B for the proof.
This means, for example, that if the true R were half as large as the value we
quote from Chetty et al. (2014b), the correlation between test score production and
omitted income-producing variables U would need to be −.45 – still a very strong
negative correlation. At one-third of the value of R we quote, the required correlation
would be −.32. To push the required correlation past, say, −.2, R would have to be
no more than one-fifth of the quoted value.
This suggests that omitted variables bias alone is not a suitable explanation for
the results from Section 4. Even if test score production is substantially negatively
correlated with unobserved determinants of income in adulthood (which we have
no basis to believe, either theoretically or based on the correlation of test score
production with observed determinants of income in adulthood), R is likely to be
lower than would be expected if counties’ test score production differed due to teacher
quality.
This conclusion is much stronger for high-income children, for whom this state-
ment of stylized facts is actually conservative, than it is for low-income children. For
low-income children, as described above, a sampling error argument suffices – though
the low point estimate of the correlation of interest and the results for high-income
children both give pause.
This exercise is robust to several concerns, at least for high-income children. At-
tenuation bias might bias the correlation between counties’ effects on incomes and
test scores in the direction of zero – but for high-income children, bias in the direc-
tion of zero means the estimated correlation would be higher (less negative) than
the true correlation. The representative covariances assumption used in constructing
the model might lead to an overestimate of the variance of W TSc – but without it,
the expected coefficient in Table 3 has roughly the same magnitude as the measured
coefficient, with the opposite sign. Incorrect identifying assumptions by Chetty and
Hendren may bias their results – but this would most likely mean they have overes-
timated the variance of Wc(P ), which in turn implies that the variance of W
TS
c (P )
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is larger by comparison, which thus requires an even stronger correlation of W TSc (P )
with U to explain the results from Section 4.29
Summing up, the model suggests that, at least for high-income kids, the correla-
tional results described in Section 4 are not plausibly due to omitted variables bias
or lack of variation in test score production. We conclude from this that the rate of
return R must be lower – probably substantially lower – than the value we would
expect if differences in test score production were due to teacher quality.
6 Interpretation as effects of schools
Our research question is whether counties’ test score production is an indication of
whether schools there are preparing students for the workforce. So far, we have
presented evidence that this is not the case because counties’ test score production
seems not to be particularly helpful to students’ incomes in adulthood.
Next, we consider which, if any, school inputs could even play a role in determining
counties’ effects on test scores. It is widely believed that teachers are the most
important input provided by the school system. Yet the conclusion of the previous
section – that a certain amount of test score production by counties does not increase
adult incomes by as much as the same amount of test score production generated by
teacher quality – would not make sense if counties differ in their test score production
only due to differences in teacher quality.
Therefore, we begin by assessing whether it is plausible that differences in coun-
ties’ production of test scores are due to amenities other than teacher quality.
Teacher switching across counties We assess the importance of non-teacher
amenities to counties’ test score production by observing teachers who move between
counties.
The logic behind looking at teacher moves between counties is as follows. Suppose
that county A has a non-teacher amenity which results in test scores θ higher than in
county B. Then we would expect that a teacher in county A would have an estimated
value-added θ higher than the same teacher would have had in county B. If we assume
that teachers’ actual quality is stable across years – or that year-to-year changes in
quality are uncorrelated with the direction of teachers’ moves – then we can measure
θ by observing the average change in the same teachers’ measured value-added as
they move between the two counties.
We implement this design as follows. Suppose teacher i taught at county c′ in
year t − 1, but switched to county c in year t. We estimate a specification that
regresses the differences in the value-added of a teacher who switches counties, on
the differences in the value-added of the old and new counties, as follows:
29An exception to this possibility would be if Chetty and Hendren’s results underestimate the
variance of place effects because of their reliance on switchers, who may sort into similar amenities
in all locations, as we document in Appendix A.
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∆teacherV Ait = α0 + α1∆countyV Ait + uit,
where, letting teacherV Ait be the sample average of the residual studentV A across
all students that teacher i teaches in year t, and letting countyV Act be the average
student residual in the entire county c in during year t,
∆teacherV Ait := teacherV Ait − teacherV Ait−1
and
∆countyV Ait :=
t−1∑
τ=2000
countyV Acτ −
2006∑
τ=t
countyV Ac′τ .
Note that this captures the change in quality between counties using only years
before the teacher entered to measure value-added in the new county, and only
years after the teacher left to measure value-added in the old county. Measuring
county value-added in this way, such that the particular teacher is excluded from
the measure, eliminates any correlation between teacher and county residuals due to
county-year shocks, and therefore isolates only the influence of long-term amenities
which differ across counties.30
We restrict this analysis to elementary school grades, since students in these
grades are generally taught by a single teacher. Matching of students to teachers
in the data is imperfect, so we perform additional robustness checks, described in
Appendix C, to verify that our results in this section are not driven by erroneous
assignment of teachers to students in the data.
If differences in teacher quality completely explain variation in value-added across
counties, then there is no scope for non-teacher amenities to vary across counties,
and we would see that α1 in the equation above would be equal to 0. On the other
hand, if differences between counties in non-teacher amenities completely explained
the variation in the value-added amenity, then we would expect to see teachers’
estimated value-added would jump by the difference in county value-added at the
time that a teacher switches counties, and therefore α1 would be equal to 1.
The first two columns of Table 7 show our results from this regression, run sep-
arately for math and reading value-added measures. It appears that differences in
counties are not primarily driven by differences in teacher quality. For both math
and reading, we can rule out that α1 is equal to zero at the .01 significance level.
These results suggest that there are amenities other than teacher quality which affect
test scores, which differ across counties, and which are stable across time. Further-
more, such amenities likely account for the majority of the differences in county
effects on test scores. For example, among county pairs which differ by 1 unit of
the value-added amenity, our results suggest that non-teacher amenities account for
around .8 units of that difference – perhaps a bit more for reading, or less for math.
30This also excludes the teachers themselves from the measurement of countyV A, and mitigates
any concern that teachers affect the performance of their peers.
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That is, the large majority of county effects on test scores are due to differences in
non-teacher amenities.
Table 7: Change in teacher value-added when moving
Switch counties Switch schools
∆teachV AM ∆teachV AR ∆teachV AM ∆teachV AR
∆ Math 0.693∗∗ −0.104
(0.140) (0.055)
∆ Reading 0.937∗∗ −0.059
(0.145) (0.077)
N 584 583 832 829
∗∗ indicates p < 0.01. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Regressions are estimated
for teachers in grades 4 and 5 with at least 10 and no more than 40 students per class.
One threat to this design would be if teacher quality were not stable, as suggested
by Chetty et al. (2014a), and would have trended in the direction of the change in
county quality even if the teacher had not moved. As a placebo test to detect such
a threat based on existing trends in teacher performance, we regress changes in the
teacher’s value added in years before and after they move on the difference in the
value added between the old and the new county (measured, as in the previous
regression, using only years when the teacher is not yet or is no longer present in a
county). That is, suppose a teacher moves from county c to county c′. We estimate
∆teacherV Ait+m = α
m
0 + α
m
1 ∆countyV Aict + u
m
it ,
where ∆teacherV Ait and ∆countyV Aict are defined as above and m is an integer.
We estimate this specification for each year starting three years before the teacher
switches and up to three years after the switch, i.e. for m between -3 and 3.31 If it
is the case that teachers selectively switch across counties such that teachers who
are generally experiencing an improvement in value-added over time move to better
counties, then we should measure αm1 to be positive for years before and after the
move, i.e. for m 6= 0. Figures 1 and 2 plot our estimates of the coefficient αm1 against
m by subject, with 95% confidence intervals. For most years other than m = 0
(the year of the actual move), the coefficients are statistically indistinguishable from
zero, but the placebo point estimates are uniformly negative. That is, the jump in
value-added at the time of the move is not similar to trends in value-added in other
years; if anything, teachers who move to a better (worse) county tend to have a
modest downward (upward) trend in their performance, except in the year of the
move. While the apparent non-randomness of moves is somewhat disconcerting, the
31Given the limited number of years of data we use, it is mechanically impossible for a teacher’s
change in value-added to be observed seven times. Therefore, the results come from an unbalanced
panel.
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results in the figures are only consistent with an upwards bias in Table 7 if the non-
randomness produces an upwards bias exclusively in the first year of the move, i.e.
if the decision to move is correlated with a shock to performance which is realized
only in the period after the decision to move has been made.
This suggests that, if anything, our previous results may overstate the importance
of teacher quality in explaining differences in county effects on test scores. In other
words, very little of the variation in counties’ effects on test scores is due to teacher
quality.
Figure 1: Math Scores Figure 2: Reading Scores
Teacher switching across schools The jump in teacher value-added when mov-
ing counties is surprising, as previous research (Chetty et al. 2014a) has found that
teachers’ estimated value-added remains stable as they move across schools, which
has been interpreted as evidence that value-added measures are unbiased. However,
this prior research focuses on teacher moves within concentrated geographic areas,
and would not necessarily detect bias due to differences in amenities which vary
across counties.
Consistent with this prior research, we confirm in our data that teachers who
switch across schools within the same county do not experience sudden changes in
measured value-added. This demonstrates that our results from observing teachers
who move across counties are not inconsistent with prior research.
Furthermore, this suggests that within-district variation in school-level charac-
teristics is unimportant to student test scores, conditional on teacher quality. If
school-level amenities are not important for determining student test scores, then
they are unlikely to explain differences in student test score production across coun-
ties either.
We implement this school-switching design as follows. Suppose teacher i taught
at school s′ in year t− 1, but switched to school s within the same county in year t.
We estimate
∆teacherV Ait = α0 + α1∆schoolV Aist + uit,
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where, letting teacherV Ait be the average residual across all students that teacher
i teaches in year t and schoolV Ast be the average student residual in the school s
that teacher i teaches in during year t,
∆teacherV Ait := teacherV Ait − teacherV Ait−1
and
∆schoolV Aist :=
t−1∑
τ=2000
schoolV Asτ −
2006∑
τ=t
schoolV As′τ .
Analogously to the county-switching quasi-experiment above, this constructs
schoolV A only using those years in which the teacher of interest is not present
in the school.
The results are shown in the last two columns of Table 7. We cannot reject that
teachers do not change in value-added as they move across schools.
Since school-level amenities such as principal quality do not seem to appreciably
affect test score achievement (holding the teacher constant), it is unlikely that they
can explain why value-added is higher in some counties than in others.
County boundaries Since teacher quality and other amenities which vary across
schools within district do not seem to explain county differences in test score pro-
duction, the question remains what, precisely, accounts for these differences. While
non-school inputs such as pollution or culture might be important, we lastly consider
some suggestive evidence about whether differences in the school system at a level
higher than schools may be important. For example, school districts may prioritize
certain kinds of instruction at all schools, may differ in the support offered to staff,
or may differ in the quality of facilities that they generally provide.
To disentangle the effects of geography broadly from the effects of school district
assignment specifically, we measure changes in value-added around county bound-
aries. In North Carolina, school districts usually coincide exactly with a county.32 If
administrative assignments to school districts are responsible for the differences in
value-added across counties, we would expect to see sharp jumps in value-added at
county boundaries.
Unfortunately, the small number of switching teachers does not permit us to
precisely estimate a jump in non-teacher amenities at county boundaries. However,
unless there are substantial jumps in teacher quality at county boundaries – which
seems unlikely, given the modest differences in teacher quality across counties – we
32A few other school districts coincide with cities or with other portions of counties, and North
Carolina’s charter schools operate outside of the normal school district system. We do not exploit
these additional district boundaries because schools in these districts are almost all close to district
boundaries, complicating the desired interpretation of taking a limit as the border is approached.
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Table 8: Change at county boundaries
5 km 10 km 20 km
SchoolM SchoolR SchoolM SchoolR SchoolM SchoolR
CountyM 0.868
∗∗ 0.788∗∗ 0.861∗∗
(0.312) (0.189) (0.067)
CountyR 0.457 0.669
∗∗ 0.761∗∗
(0.351) (0.238) (0.126)
N 73 73 728 728 7,909 7,909
∗∗ indicates p < 0.01. Robust standard errors clustered by county in parentheses. All
regressions control for year and grade fixed effects.
might be willing to believe that any jump in school value-added near county bound-
aries gives a reasonable approximation of the influence of district-level amenities.33
We study jumps in value-added at county boundaries as follows. We find school
pairs which are within a certain radius D of each other but in different counties, and
regress the difference in the average test score residual of the students in the schools
on the difference in the average test score residual of the students in the counties
that the schools belong to, using the specification
∆schoolV Aic,jc′,t = α
D∆countyV Acc′t + uijt,
where ∆schoolV Aic,jc′,t is the difference in the average residuals (across all grades)
of schools i in county c and j in county c′ in year t, and ∆countyV Acc′t is the
difference in the average residuals (across all grades) of counties c and c′ in year t.
The constant is suppressed because the ordering of schools is arbitrary. We estimate
this specification multiple times for different degrees of proximity between school
pairs, i.e. different values of D.
Our results are shown in Table 8. A coefficient of 1 would indicate that the entire
difference in county value-added exists among school pairs within distance D of each
other, while a coefficient of 0 indicates that the difference has entirely disappeared.
For reading, the point estimates of differences in test score production appear to be
shrinking as we consider pairs closer and closer to the county boundary. However,
while the estimates are not statistically different from zero, they remain substantially
positive even over close distances, and we cannot reject a large number. For math,
the differences are stable and large at all distances, though the confidence interval is
wide at 5 kilometers. This is consistent with some role for school district (or other
county) policies and management practices in determining county test score value-
added. Indeed, coefficients on the order of .8 are comfortably within the confidence
intervals, meaning that differences in school districts could be large enough to explain
the change in teacher value-added when teachers move across counties. However, the
33Such a jump may also represent county-level amenities which are not implemented by the school
district.
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estimates for reading are suggestive that factors other than the school district may
play some role as well.
We consider this analysis to be merely exploratory, for three reasons. First, at
short distances between schools, our estimates suffer from a lack of statistical power.
Second, even when schools are very close to each other, children may be drawn from
further away, since students generally attend schools in the same county in which
they reside. Therefore, supposing test score differences were solely driven by some
other characteristic of a place (e.g. culture or pollution), we might still expect to see
some jump in the above regression, even with no role at all for the school system.
Third, we cannot rule out that relevant inputs other than school district also change
at county boundary lines.
A natural question is what other amenities might explain differences in county
value-added, if not school system inputs. Some possibilities include cultural factors,
environmental factors (e.g. air and water quality), or other community-wide social
amenities. Another possibility is that family-level inputs change in response to the
community in which the family lives; this would be picked up in our empirical analysis
as an effect of the community, even though the effect occurs via family inputs. Future
research may be able to provide more guidance about any non-school system sources
of test score effects.
7 Discussion
The goal of this paper is to assess the common belief that a county’s production
of test scores is a meaningful signal about how well the school system is preparing
students for the workforce. The implicit logic behind this belief is that (i) differences
in counties’ test score performance are probably mostly due to school system inputs,
and (ii) school system inputs which increase test scores also presumably substantially
increase incomes in adulthood.
Even beyond the obvious objection that different sorts of people live in different
places, and therefore test score levels vary for reasons other than local amenities, we
find that the case for (i) is surprisingly shaky. First, in Section 6, we find that teacher
quality accounts for only a fraction of the difference in test score production across
places. Second, we find that school-level inputs such as principal quality are unlikely
to matter much either. This leaves only district-level factors as potentially important
school system inputs driving counties’ effects on test scores. Our exploratory analysis
suggests that school districts may be able to account for a large fraction of differences
in test score production – perhaps even the entire part beyond teachers – but the
statistical evidence is not conclusive.
Granting belief (i) only leads to the conclusion that belief (ii) is likely to be
incorrect. For high-income students in particular, the evidence is strong that the
inputs which account for county-level variation in test score production do not have
a large positive effect on incomes in adulthood.
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We conclude that claims (i) and (ii) are not jointly correct in the population we
study.
We additionally conclude from the results in Section 6 that teacher value-added
measures become biased when comparing teachers in different counties. For any
policy regime such that comparison of personnel across regions is important, policy-
makers may wish to correct estimates of teacher value-added for place differences
which are detected through changes in value-added among teachers who move.
Possible mechanisms Our data do not allow us to identify precisely why the
return to test score production might be low, beyond pointing to the lack of a role
for teacher quality. We leave it to further work to resolve the mechanism more
precisely. There are three broad possibilities: (i) that production of tested skills
displaces production of non-tested skills; (ii) that short-run gains in the tested skills
do not persist through adulthood; and (iii) that the tested skills are not well-rewarded
in the job market.
The first possible explanation is related to common concerns about “teaching to
the test.” Suppose there are some human capital inputs which produce gains on test
scores, while others do not. Counties’ effects on test scores may reflect substitution
between these inputs subject to some constraint, e.g. a finite amount of class time. If
inputs are chosen roughly to maximize income in adulthood subject to the constraint
on investment, then, by the fact that the resulting choice is the constrained optimum,
counties which deviate by aligning curriculum or time expenditures more closely
with the exam will not generate improvements in adult incomes. One reason this
mechanism might be more important for counties than for teachers (justifying the
discrepancy with Chetty et al. 2011 and Chetty et al. 2014b) would be if most of
the variation in county value-added comes from substitution between inputs, while
most of the variation in teacher value-added comes from talent, i.e. from relaxing the
optimization constraint.
Certainly, our estimates from observing county-switching teachers do not point to
large differences across counties in educator talent. However, in certain institutional
environments, it is possible that such differences would emerge (e.g. Biasi 2018b), in
which case we would expect our findings to change.
The second possible explanation is that gains in literacy and numeracy do not
persist into adulthood. A common finding in the literature is that interventions
which produce short-term improvements in test scores do not tend to produce large
long-run gains in test scores (e.g. Deming 2009, Chetty et al. 2011, Chetty et al.
2014b). While other interventions which produce increases in short-run test scores
have also been shown to increase incomes in adulthood (e.g. Deming 2009, Chetty
et al. 2011, Chetty et al. 2014b), the fadeout of test score gains combined with
persistent improvements in skills not measured by standardized tests suggest that
the test score gain per se might not be the important part of these interventions.
One reason our results are incongruent with the literature on the return to high
value-added teachers might be that counties’ production of test scores is less closely
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correlated with production of skills not measured by standardized tests.
The final possible explanation is that literacy and numeracy are not well-rewarded
in the labor market. This might occur, for instance, if they are so widespread thanks
to universal education that they are effectively not scarce in the job market. In
Appendix D, we document using data from O*NET and the American Community
Survey that people working in occupations which require high levels of numeracy and
literacy earn more than people who do not; for both skills, a one standard deviation
increase in the level of skill required is associated with roughly 30% higher income.
Yet simply controlling for the level of deductive reasoning required in the occupation
nearly eliminates this correlation. While far from conclusive, this at least suggests
it is possible that literacy and numeracy per se do not command a large premium
in the labor market; instead, the wage premium of white collar jobs may be due to
broader cognitive ability. If the interventions which account for counties’ test score
effects operate by narrowly altering literacy and numeracy without having broader
effects on reasoning ability and cognitive function, such interventions would then not
produce substantial gains in adult income.
Caveats There are a few important caveats to our main conclusion.
First, our results do not imply that schools do not matter, and should not be
interpreted as claiming that the school system is unimportant. A body of previous
research suggests that schooling produces human capital (e.g. Card 1999, Clark and
Martorell 2014). Furthermore, schools produce skills which are not measured by
standardized test score performance (e.g. Heckman 2008, Chetty et al. 2011, Cham-
berlain 2013, Jackson 2017). School inputs which produce test scores often (e.g.
Deming 2009, Chetty et al. 2011, Chetty et al. 2014b, Lavy 2016) though not always
(e.g. Deming et al. 2016, Dobbie and Fryer 2017) produce substantial increases in
incomes in adulthood.
Second, there is no reason to assume that our results would hold in all contexts at
all times. It is known that there are school system inputs, such as effective teachers,
which improve both test scores and incomes. Our finding should be interpreted as
a note of caution: test scores do not necessarily speak to the quality of the school
system. It is important to pay attention to what inputs, exactly, account for variation
in test score production.
Third, the evidence for a low return to test score production is much stronger
for children from high-income families than for children from low-income families.
We believe that the evidence for high-income children suggests that the return to
test score production for low-income children might also be low. However, it is
possible that there are important differences either in the amenities which produce
test scores for these two groups, or in the two groups’ responses to the same amenity.
For example, Deming et al. (2016) find that the same intervention – accountability
pressure – which improved test scores was beneficial to the long-run outcomes of
students at low-test score schools, but harmful to outcomes of students at high-test
score schools.
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Fourth, to the extent that it is desirable to generalize results, it is natural to
wonder whether North Carolina is representative of the country as a whole. The
primary concern would be that the inputs which account for variation in test score
effects of counties within North Carolina are different from the inputs which account
for variation in test score effects of counties nationwide. We cannot directly comment
on this form of representativeness, since we do not have comparable individual-level
panel data with a common test across many states. It is at least somewhat reassuring
that, on national exams, the distribution of test score performance in North Carolina
is not atypical, which would be less likely to be the case if the variation in test score
production inputs in North Carolina were highly unusual (following the argument of
Penney 2017).34 However, this may occur for other reasons.
Even if North Carolina is representative of other states, a shortcoming of using
data from a single state is that we cannot make any statement about the comparison
of counties in different states. This matters if (i) state-level policies affect test score
production, and (ii) such policies have a different return to test score production
than holds for intra-state sources of variation in test score production. We leave
assessing the importance and value of state-level policies to future research.
Comparison with Rothstein We now revisit our comparison with Rothstein
(2018), which we began in Section 1.
Rothstein is interested in why parental income seems to be transmitted to chil-
dren more strongly in some counties than in others. In the process, he also finds
correlational evidence suggesting that test scores might not be important for ex-
plaining counties’ effects on income. In particular, Rothstein points out that test
scores of high- and low-income students do not seem to grow any more similar over
the course of childhood in high-mobility counties (i.e. counties where parental in-
come is only weakly correlated with child’s income, as measured by Chetty et al.
2014c) than they do in low-mobility counties. Rothstein suggests that effects on test
scores might therefore not be important for explaining geographic variation in inter-
generational income correlations, and hypothesizes that other variables like family
structure are more important.
While the motivating questions are different – Rothstein is interested in under-
34On the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), a standardized test which is given
to representative samples of students across the country, North Carolina tends to have somewhat
higher than average math performance and somewhat below average reading performance; e.g.
data from the NCES shows that in 2005, North Carolina had average scaled scores which were 14th
among US states in 4th grade math, 32nd in 4th grade reading, 18th in 8th grade math, and 37th
in 8th grade reading. See https://www.nationsreportcard.gov/ for full rankings. The dispersion of
performance is also not atypical: The proportions of students at different achievement levels (below
basic, basic, proficient, and advanced) on the NAEP are broadly similar to the national fractions,
and we find that a standard deviation of teacher value-added corresponds to roughly the same
number of standard deviations of student performance as prior studies (e.g. Chetty et al. 2014a)
have found in other places, which would not be the case if the variance of student achievement were
atypical in North Carolina (Penney 2017).
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standing the origins of intergenerational income correlations, while we are interested
in evaluating a particular way of measuring school system performance – Rothstein’s
and our findings clearly both support the narrative that regional variation in test
score production within the United States is not a useful tool for understanding
regional variation in production of adult incomes.
Our findings complement Rothstein’s in part by strengthening his conclusions.
First, the nature of our data allows us to more explicitly argue that we have mea-
sured causal effects of places on test scores. Second, Rothstein takes care to observe
that his results are correlational, since he does not observe all other amenities in a
community, but our approach to the problem allows us to argue more forcefully for
a causal interpretation by arguing that omitted variables bias cannot plausibly drive
the results for high-income children. Finally, Rothstein’s results could be rationalized
by a model in which test score production is a common amenity for children of all
income levels and is beneficial to everyone, but is particularly beneficial for children
from low-income families. In this case, test score production would still be important
for understanding intergenerational income mobility. Our results are consistent with
test score production being more valuable (or perhaps, less harmful) for low-income
children, but suggest that this story is unlikely to explain Rothstein’s results because
it would imply greater production of incomes in communities with greater test score
production.35
We also complement Rothstein’s findings by exploring the mechanism behind his
findings. His findings could be generated either by a lack of variation in test score
production or by a low return to test score production. Our results point to the
latter explanation. Furthermore, we are able to shed light on why there is a low
return by pointing out that teacher quality is not the input producing variation in
test score production.
In turn, Rothstein’s findings reinforce ours. Most importantly, they suggest that
our results are not simply driven by using data which are not nationally represen-
tative. Second, they help confirm that our results are not driven by the years of
data used. Finally, they suggest that our results are not driven by the particular
standardized test being used.
8 Conclusion
Using data from North Carolina, we find evidence suggesting that test score produc-
tion is not always a useful measure of how well a community’s schools are preparing
35In principle, there is a distinction between Rothstein’s outcome – a measure of correlation
between parents’ and children’s incomes, drawn from Chetty et al. (2014c) – and our outcome,
which is place effects on incomes, drawn from Chetty et al. (2017b). But Chetty et al. (2014c)
report that high-mobility communities differ little from low-mobility communities in the incomes
of children from high-income families, such that high-mobility communities are apparently effective
at producing incomes.
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children for the workforce. We first show that counties which are good at produc-
ing test scores are not any better (and, for high-income children, are significantly
worse) at producing incomes. Using a simple model, we argue that this is likely in
large part because the inputs which are directly responsible for differences in test
score production are not useful for producing incomes. We find evidence suggesting
that differences in counties’ production of test scores are only fractionally due to
differences in teacher quality or school-level inputs. Instead, variation in test score
production mostly reflects school district-level inputs or non-school system inputs.
We conclude that it is unlikely that differences in test score levels across counties are
due to differences in productive inputs from schools.
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Appendix
A Sorting into similar quality classrooms
We use the econometric model described in Section 3 to measure the effects of county
of residence on test score achievement, and test this model by observing whether stu-
dents who move between counties show the expected jump in test score achievement.
It turns out that, if one fails to account for sorting to similar quality of teachers
and schools, the jump in test score achievement is slightly smaller than the jump
implied purely by average county effects on test scores. In this appendix, we show
that students who move between counties experience changes in school and teacher
quality which are smaller than the difference in average county effects on test scores
would imply.
To test for the extent of this sorting, we run the following regression:
∆schoolV Ait = α0 + α1∆countyV Ait + uit,
where, letting schoolV Ait be the average student residual (excluding i) in the school
that student i attends in year t and countyV Ait be the average student residual
(excluding i) in the entire county that i lives in during year t,
∆schoolV Ait := schoolV Ait − schoolV Ait−1
and
∆countyV Ait := countyV Ait − countyV Ait−1.
If families choose a school at random in each county (weighted by the number of
students attending that school), then α1 = 1. If, on the other hand, families were
able to sort into schools with identical measured value-added no matter which county
they live in, then α1 = 0.
We also estimate an identical specification of classroom effects on county ef-
fects. Our results are shown in Table 9A and Table 9B. The columns labeled with
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free/reduced price lunch status use only switchers of that status, and likewise esti-
mate county, school, and class value-added using sample averages of peers of that
same status. The estimates suggest that the extent of sorting is modest but non-zero;
the change in school quality faced by students who move between counties is very
nearly as large as the change in average school quality between the two counties, but
the change in classroom quality is somewhat smaller.
Our results in Section 6 suggest that the same teacher will generally have a very
different measured value-added in different counties. So, while these estimates make
it appear that the extent of sorting is quite modest, this might actually be consistent
with quite substantial sorting. For example, if students sorted to literally identical
teachers no matter which county they lived in, we would expect to see a coefficient
around .8 in these regressions.
Table 9A: School Effects on County Effects
All Free/reduced Not free/reduced
SchoolM SchoolR SchoolM SchoolR SchoolM SchoolR
CountyM 0.930
∗∗ 0.939∗∗ 0.919∗∗
(0.008) (0.010) (0.011)
CountyR 0.891
∗∗ 0.924∗∗ 0.852∗∗
(0.007) (0.011) (0.011)
N 60,900 60,369 31,778 31,442 29,122 28,927
∗∗ indicates p < 0.01. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
Table 9B: Classroom Effects on County Effects
All Free/reduced Not free/reduced
ClassM ClassR ClassM ClassR ClassM ClassR
CountyM 0.925
∗∗ 0.950∗∗ 0.890∗∗
(0.023) (0.030) (0.034)
CountyR 0.848
∗∗ 0.904∗∗ 0.771∗∗
(0.026) (0.035) (0.037)
N 16,855 16,663 9,370 9,241 7,485 7,422
∗∗ indicates p < 0.01. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Regressions are for
students moving in grade 5.
We interpret these estimates as a sign that students are sorting into similar qual-
ity classrooms no matter which county they live in. The smaller coefficient for
high-income students suggests that they are able to sort more effectively, perhaps
consistent with their families’ greater ability to influence their child’s choice of school
and classroom.
Another possible interpretation of this finding, combined with the results in Table
2, is that there exist unobservables which bias the value-added equation, and that
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students sort to peers who are similar on those unobservables. That is, students may
have unobserved characteristics which differ across counties, but do not differ between
the old and new classrooms for students who move, such that the degree of bias in
the value-added measure is the same in the old and new classrooms (hence the results
in Table 2) but not in the old and new counties. However, if this were the case, then
substantial differences in student unobservables would exist within counties, which
would conflict with the observation that teacher value-added is stable as teachers
move across schools with different measured value-added within a county (see Table
7 in Section 6). Broadly, a model in which students sort to identical unobservable
quality of peers as they move between counties implies a remarkable ability to sort on
the basis of those unobserved characteristics, which would seem to conflict with the
existing literature on teacher value-added models (Kane and Staiger 2008, Kane et al.
2013, and Chetty et al. 2014a).36 Regardless, some modest bias due to uncontrolled
unobservables would presumably make our estimates in Section 4 conservative, since
Table 4 shows much higher coefficients relating counties’ test score levels and income
production.
Attenuation of amenity differences due to sorting is relevant for the interpretation
of Chetty and Hendren’s estimates of county effects on incomes, since, under their
identifying assumptions, their estimates are valid estimates of place effects for a
population of families who switch counties. In terms of comparability of our estimates
to theirs, we measure the difference in average test score value-added across counties,
not the average difference in value-added faced by children as they move across
counties. To the extent that sorting occurs, this will increase the variance of the
object that we measure relative to the variance of the object they measure.
B Correlation with error term
In this appendix, we present a simple calculation showing what correlation between
a county’s effects on test scores and its unobserved determinants of income effects
would be required to produce zero correlation between counties’ effects on test scores
and incomes. This calculation is referenced in Section 5.
For simplicity of exposition, we drop notation dividing students by parental in-
come type. As before, let Wc be a county’s effects on incomes. Additionally, let
Tc =
∑12
g=0 TScg be county c’s total effects on test scores, such that W
TS
c = R ∗ Tc in
the model for some constant R reflecting the return to test score production. Finally,
as in Section 5, let U be the non-test score determinants of county effects on incomes.
The structural equation for W is
36Chetty et al. (2014a) in particular document that markers of parental income are orthogonal
to estimated teacher value-added, conditional on value-added model controls. If our results were
driven by sorting to peers with similar unobserved characteristics, the smaller coefficients for high-
income families in Tables 9A and 9B would suggest that high-income families sort more strongly
than low-income families on the basis of these unobservables, which would contradict Chetty et
al.’s finding.
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Wc = R ∗ Tc + Uc.
We will now calculate the approximate degree of correlation between T and U
required to produce the patterns seen in the data.
Let k be the number such that var(k ∗ R ∗ T ) = var(W ). For example, if R
were the return to teacher quality, as we assume in the main results of the model in
Section 5, then, according to the results in that section, k should be approximately
equal to 1, since var(Wc) is approximately equal to var(W
TS
c ) = var(R ∗ Tc) at that
value of R. If instead R were half of the return to teacher quality, then k would be
2.
From the structural equation above, we have
var(W ) = var(RT ) + var(U) + 2cov(RT,U).
By the definition of k, var(W ) = k2var(RT ). Therefore we have that
k2var(RT ) = var(RT ) + var(U) + 2cov(RT,U). (1)
Rearranging gives
cov(RT,U) =
1
2
[
(k2 − 1)var(RT )− var(U)] . (2)
Since corr(T, U) = corr(RT,U), this then yields
corr(T, U) =
k2 − 1
2
σRT
σU
− 1
2
σU
σRT
, (3)
where σ denotes the standard deviation of the subscripted variable.
Based on the results in Section 4, let us assume that cov(T,W ) = 0. By the
structural equation, this gives that
0 = cov(T,RT + U)
= cov(T,RT ) + cov(T, U)
= Rvar(T ) + cov(T, U).
Therefore, multiplying by R,
0 = R2var(T ) +Rcov(T, U)
= var(RT ) + cov(RT,U).
Plugging this into the right-hand side of (1), we have that
k2var(RT ) = var(U) + cov(RT,U).
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Then, from (2), we have
k2var(RT ) = var(U) +
1
2
[
(k2 − 1)var(RT )− var(U)] ,
which, multiplying through by 2 and rearranging terms, simplifies to
(k2 + 1)var(RT ) = var(U).
Taking the square root gives
√
k2 + 1 σRT = σU .
Finally, plugging this into (3) gives
corr(T, U) =
k2 − 1
2
√
k2 + 1
− 1
2
√
k2 + 1
=
1
2
√
k2 + 1
[
k2 − 1− (k2 + 1)]
=
−1√
k2 + 1
.
(4)
For example, suppose that R were such that the variance of RT were equal to
the variance of W , as our model in Section 5 suggests would be the case if the return
to test scores produced by a county were equal the return to test scores produced
by a teacher. Then k = 1. Plugging into (4) above, this means that the correlation
between T and U would have to be ≈ −.707.
Suppose the true value of R were only half as large as would be expected based
on the return to teacher quality. Then k = 2 and the required correlation from above
would be ≈ −.447. At k = 3, the correlation is ≈ −.316; at k = 4, the correlation is
≈ −.243.
C Measurement error
Measurement error in the assignment of teachers to students could generate results
in which teachers appear to change value-added as they move across counties. As an
extreme example, if the same teacher ID were assigned to a randomly selected teacher
in the old county and another randomly selected teacher in the new county, then the
measured jump in teacher value-added should be roughly equal to the difference in
average value-added by county.
Teachers are tracked longitudinally in the North Carolina data using employment
records which are matched between years on the basis of Social Security number.
However, the process of matching a personnel file to student performances is some-
what more complicated. There are two main types of measurement error which we
consider as explanations for the findings of Section 6.
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The first type of measurement error stems from the fact that the teachers listed
in the North Carolina data are the teachers who proctored the standardized test, not
necessarily the primary instructor. To address this potential source of bias, we use
the fact that a more precise match of students to teachers is available after 2006 using
course attendance files. We first estimate the same test score value-added model for
the years after 2006, with the exception that free/reduced price lunch status is not
included in the regression due to being unavailable in these years. Then, we estimate
the quasi-experiment of teachers switching counties, restricting the sample to only
those teachers whose students in the data are listed as matching to the teacher in the
following three senses: (i) the teacher is listed as the exam proctor; (ii) the teacher
is listed in the attendance files as the instructor for the student’s math class; and
(iii) the teacher is listed in the attendance files as the student’s instructor in the
greatest number of courses. Using this refined sample, we find very similar results
to the results reported in Section 6. Furthermore, the rate at which teachers are
successfully linked to their students in this way is not statistically different from the
rate of links in the overall sample of teachers (i.e. including those who do not switch
counties in the year in question) and only a couple of percentage points lower than
for those teachers who switch schools within the same county. These differences are
not large enough to drive our results. In particular, mismeasurement is not enough to
lead to any correlation between change in teacher value-added and change in school
value-added for teachers who move within a county, so very small differences in the
match rate cannot explain why we obtain such different results for between-county
switchers.
A second type of mismeasurement arises from the possibility of an erroneous
match of teacher names in personnel files to the names listed on testing forms. This
possibility is discussed extensively in NCERDC documentation and we refer the
reader to their documentation for more details.37
Two pieces of evidence suggest that neither form of measurement error drives our
results. One is the placebo test shown in Section 6, showing that teachers’ value-
added moves somewhat in the opposite direction of the change in county value-added
in the placebo years. If teacher identity were mismeasured, we would not expect to
see this.38
Another test of mismeasurement is to look for heteroskedasticity in the regression
of change in teacher value-added on change in county value-added. The reasoning is
as follows. Suppose that some teachers are correctly labeled in the data and retain the
same value-added as they move across counties (up to sampling error), while other
observations of teacher switches in fact involve incorrect assignment of teachers to
students. Then, when a teacher is correctly assigned to students in the data, the
37Documentation is available at https://childandfamilypolicy.duke.edu/research/nc-education-
data-center/list-files-variables/.
38Even if high and low value-added counties systematically differed in their influence on teachers’
trends in value-added, this would manifest itself as opposite-signed estimates for m positive versus
for m negative.
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year-on-year change in a teacher’s value-added would be merely noise. But if there is
incorrect assignment of teacher to students in the new county, then the jump will be
large whenever there is a substantial difference in value-added between the counties,
and will be proportional to the difference in value-added between counties. This
means that, if there is a mixture of correct and incorrect matches of teachers to
students, we would expect to see a larger variance of the error term in the teacher-
switching regression when the difference in county value-added is large. But tests for
this form of heteroskedasticity fail to reject that the regression is homoskedastic.
D Returns to literacy and numeracy
As described in Section 7, one possible explanation for our findings is that counties’
effects on test scores represent narrowly targeted increases in literacy and numeracy
without broader gains in cognition, and that such narrow gains are not useful for in-
comes in adulthood. The primary reason we theorize these skills might not command
a large return is that these skills are widespread due to universal education. When a
skill is not scarce, it is unlikely to be rewarded with higher pay in the labor market.
To support the claim that this hypothesis is at least plausible, in this appendix, we
document some empirical evidence suggesting that literacy and numeracy per se may
not be strongly rewarded on the labor market.
We combine data from the Occupational Information Network (O*NET) with
data from the 2010 American Community Survey (ACS). O*NET is a United States
Department of Labor database which assigns numeric values to the skill requirements
of occupations. Using O*NET data, we can assign skill levels to each individual in
the ACS data based on their primary occupation. The ACS data also contains
information on income. For all individuals born between 1980 and 1986 with non-
missing data, we estimate the following regression:
ln(Inc)i = α0 +X
′
iα1 + ξi,
where Xi is a subset of the skills assigned to i’s occupation by O*NET, standardized
to have mean 0 and standard deviation of 1 in the sample. We first allow X to be
the required level of Written Expression, which is defined by O*NET to mean “the
ability to communicate information and ideas in writing so others will understand.”
We take this to be a narrow analogue of literacy skills. We next allow X to be the
required level of Mathematical Reasoning, which is defined to mean “the ability to
choose the right mathematical methods or formulas to solve a problem,” which we
interpret as a narrow analogue of numeracy skills. Then we construct a new variable,
Total, by taking the sum of the standardized Mathematical Reasoning and Written
Expression ratings, then standardizing the sum.
Columns 1 through 3 of Table 10 shows the results of these regressions. A one
standard deviation increase in literacy, numeracy, and combined skills are each as-
sociated with 30% higher earnings.
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Table 10: Log income on skill requirements
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
ln(Inc) ln(Inc) ln(Inc) ln(Inc) ln(Inc) ln(Inc)
Written Expression .300∗∗ -.007
(.002) (.004)
Math Reasoning .300∗∗ .036∗∗
(.002) (.004)
Total .314∗∗ .025∗∗
(.002) (.005)
Deductive Reasoning .347∗∗ .311∗∗ .318∗∗
(.004) (.004) (.005)
R2 .170 .171 .187 .221 .221 .220
N 113,164 113,164 113,164 113,164 113,164 113,164
∗∗ indicates p < .01. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
However, this high apparent return might reflect other job requirements which
are correlated with numeracy and literacy. In particular, simply controlling for the
required level of Deductive Reasoning (defined as “the ability to apply general rules
to specific problems to produce answers that make sense”) virtually eliminates the
estimated return to Mathematical Reasoning, and entirely eliminates the estimated
return to Written Expression. This suggests that the apparent return to literacy
and numeracy may not driven by facility with numbers and writing themselves,
but rather by the correlation between their use and job requirements for abstract
reasoning abilities.
It may still be possible that literacy and numeracy per se are substantially re-
warded in the labor market if, conditional on deductive reasoning requirements,
occupational requirements for these skills are negatively correlated with other skill
requirements.39 We emphasize that the regressions above are far from conclusive.
Nonetheless, this evidence at least suggests the possibility that literacy and nu-
meracy per se do not command large wage premia. Instead, the broader capability
to engage in reasoning might be more essential. If that is the case, interventions
which narrowly promote literacy and numeracy without cultivating broader cogni-
tive function may not be beneficial to students’ labor market prospects.
39For example, regressions of log of income on physical skills tend to produce negative coefficients,
presumably because jobs which require physical skill typically do not require cognitive skills.
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